UA Faculty Senate Recommendations

- Salary Compression Study - 4-May-1998

- Shared Governance - 24-Mar-98

- Service/Outreach
  - Outreach and Academic Citizenship: A Guide to Documentation and Evaluation - proposed Faculty Handbook Appendix
  - Integrating Service doc (above) into Faculty Handbook

- Sexual Harrassment Policies -- proposed changes - Mar-97

- Recruitment and Retention of Students
  - Task Force Report - Dec-96
  - Senate Response - 20-May-97

- Course Efficiency Guidelines -- 20-May-97

- Mergers
  - Current Merger Procedures - Nov-94
  - Proposed Revision to procedures - Senate proposal - 24-Apr-98
  - merger memos:
    - Engineering
    - SLIS
    - New College
    - Languages departments
    - Health Studies

- Commencement Ceremonies
  - changes proposed by Senate Planning & Operations Comm - 12-Feb-97

- Computer Plan - Senate Task Force rpt - 18-Sep-96